mance improves substantially as the degree of overlap is increased to nine and five for training and testing data, respectively. Further increase in the overlap did not offer any substantial improvements in the performance. We also experimented with different combinations of overlap in the training and testing data such as (11, 5), (13, 7), and (13, 5). These combinations yielded performances lower than those presented in the table for the same degree of training sample  overlaps (refer to the last two rows in the table) . Hence, the results clearly show the advantages and a consistent trend in performance variations with the degree of training and testing sample overlap.
mance improves substantially as the degree of overlap is increased to nine and five for training and testing data, respectively. Further increase in the overlap did not offer any substantial improvements in the performance. We also experimented with different combinations of overlap in the training and testing data such as (11, 5), (13, 7) , and (13, 5). These combinations yielded performances lower than those presented in the table for the same degree of training sample overlaps (refer to the last two rows in the table). Hence, the results clearly show the advantages and a consistent trend in performance variations with the degree of training and testing sample overlap.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a structure-adaptive multilayer overlapped SOM networks for labeled pattern classification. The proposed approach possesses several attractive features such as the presence of multiple hierarchical overlapped SOM's, and an ability to avoid overfitting by merging and pruning operations. The overlap allows us to employ a decision fusion scheme by a majority voting mechanism to improve the final classification performance. Further, different higherlevel maps are trained using a different subset of the training data. We tested the developed network, HOSOM, on handwritten numerals and obtained the best results ever for any SOM-based classifier to our knowledge.
I. INTRODUCTION
The fuzzy/neural (FZ/NN) architecture proposed by Lin and Lee [1] has been popular with numerous applications in the literature [1] , [2] . In this architecture, two sets of parameters are of interest: membership function parameters and rule parameters (or weights). These correspond to the fuzzy partitions of the input and output spaces, and the relative importance of the rules underlying the architecture, respectively.
The training of the FZ/NN architecture involves modification of these parameters. In one stage, the rule parameters are updated using a modified competitive learning algorithm while the membership function parameters are fixed. In the other stage, the membership function parameters are updated by gradient descent while the rule parameters are fixed to the values found in the first stage.
This two-stage training method may not provide satisfactory results for certain problems, as the training implicitly assumes that the two sets of parameters are almost independent. Usually, the two sets are highly interdependent [1] , [3] , [4] , and this training may not provide accurate results for the cases where this implicit assumption does not hold.
In this correspondence, a method for training this FZ/NN architecture is proposed, which involves synchronous update of the two sets of parameters, and eliminates the requirement for a twostage training scheme. The proposed training scheme is the mutual update algorithm, where at each step, an update is performed in a way to alter either the membership function parameters, or the rule parameters, or both. The magnitude and the direction at each iteration are computed by examining the sufficient decrease condition in the objective function. 
II. THE MUTUAL UPDATE ALGORITHM
The FZ/NN architecture is analogous to a neural network, and is composed of five layers corresponding to the fuzzy inference system operations [1] . For the details of this layered architecture the reader should refer to [1] , [2] . In this architecture, the rules are represented by a matrix of connection weights, which will be called rule parameters and denoted by Q: Gaussian membership functions are utilized with the form given in [1] , and the parameters (standard deviation and mean values) corresponding to these functions defined in the input and output spaces are contained in P: The FZ/NN is a mapping F that maps the input vector X to the output vector Y , using P and Q Y = F (X; P; Q):
The FZ/NN architecture is depicted in Fig. 1 . Let u (j) i represent ith input of the jth layer, and o (j) i the ith output of the jth layer. Layer 1 is a direct transmission of the inputs to the next layer. This layer is added for the purpose of having a single entry point for each input to the system o (1) i = u (1) i : (2) In the second layer, the membership grade of each input to each fuzzy set is calculated, using the membership functional forms defined by their current parameter values. If Gaussian membership functional forms are used, each membership grade is characterized by the mean m i and variance 2 i o (2) i = e 0(u 0m ) =2 ):
The choice of Gaussian functions is not a requirement; other functional forms can be chosen provided that the functions are parametrizable with a finite number of parameters.
With O i and W i defined as the output vector and connection weights matrix at the ith layer of the FZ/NN respectively, the output of layers one to five can be represented as
with O0 = X: Using O3 = (o (3) i ), the individual outputs at layer three can be represented as o (3) i = f (3) i (P; X) (5) where f (3) i are nonlinear functions that compute the intersection of the antecedent sets using the fuzzy partitions in the input space.
With the above definitions, W4 corresponds to rule parameters matrix Q:
The ith component of the FZ/NN output can be computed as The proposed method of training in this correspondence for the fuzzy neural architecture is based on line-search methods that have been long used in iterative optimization literature. One of the widely used methods for minimizing a function is the method of steepest descent, which is also an integral part of backpropagation of output error via delta rule in the training of feedforward neural networks. The step size is chosen such that sufficient decrease in the value of the objective function is achieved [5] . Achieving sufficient decrease in the value of a function f at a point x o provided by the step size is equivalent to the satisfaction of the following condition:
with x1 = xo 0 rfx(xo) and 0 < " < 1; which is selected in accordance with [6] . Utilizing the Armijo Rule [7] in an iterative optimization process, is chosen at each iteration such that sufficient decrease condition in (8) is satisfied. The Armijo rule is an example of a line search that is carried out on a ray from the current point in a direction in which the function is locally decreasing. For this experiment, the value of the step size is determined by letting = m , where 2 (0; 1), and m is the smallest positive integer that provides sufficient decrease in the function [5] - [7] . An upper limit for m should be chosen so that the algorithm terminates if sufficient decrease is not achieved. There is usually a tradeoff between simplicity and efficiency. This correspondence focuses on the FZ/NN system rather on the searching technique in the Armijo rule, thus, the determination of the step sizes p and q was done by a simple linear search technique. Other more efficient techniques and discussion on the convergence property and local minimum problems of different searching algorithms can be found in [6] .
B. Mutual Update Schemes Utilizing the Armijo Rule
Utilizing Armijo rule to train the FZ/NN architecture, step sizes for the updates of P and Q are selected exclusively at each iteration of the algorithm. The objective function E(P; Q) is defined as the mean square output error. The sufficient condition for the FZ/NN objective function is defined as E(Po 0 prpE(Po; Qo); 0qrqE(Po;Qo)) 0 E(Po; Qo) 0"f p kr p E(
where Po and Qo are the current membership function and rule parameter matrices. The sufficient decrease examination is carried out by checking whether step sizes p > 0 and q > 0 that satisfy the condition in (9) 
Where P + and Q + are the next parameter and rule weights matrices, respectively. In the case where such p and q cannot be simultaneously found, individual p and q that provide sufficient decrease in one direction are calculated individually. This is done by substituting q = 0 in (9) and computing step size p that satisfies (9), and updating P according to (10); or substituting p = 0 in (9) and computing step size q that satisfies (9); and then updating Q according to (11) for the rule connection weights. These two cases are referred to as exclusive membership function parameter update and exclusive rule connection weights update, respectively. When such p and q can be individually found yet they do not satisfy the condition put forth in (9), the direction that provides the larger increase is chosen. The iteration terminates if sufficient decrease in none of the above three cases can be achieved.
Comparing the updates of P and Q with the training of [1] , the membership function parameter update strategy is analogous to the supervised membership function training portion of [1] . However, in [1] , P is updated without examining Q: Furthermore, as mentioned previously, the rule weight training in [1] is carried out prior to membership function parameter training via a modified competitive learning strategy, with P kept constant throughout the training.
C. Training Results with Mutual Update Algorithm
The mutual update training algorithm was compared with the training scheme of [1] for a data set acquired from an induction motor simulation. In this paper, the MotorSIM software [3] , based on the MATLAB-SIMULINK platform is used to generate the appropriate motor data needed, in a cost effective and time efficient manner, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed training algorithm. The MotorSIM tool provides motor performance simulations for different fault and operating conditions. The components in the MotorSIM software include friction, winding, saturation, thermal, vibration, noise, and disturbance models, in addition to the basic electrical and mechanical models. For the sake of simplicity and ease of discussion, the types of motor faults in this paper are classified into two major categories: electrical and mechanical. The electrical incipient fault, related to the winding conditions, is assumed to be reflected in the equivalent winding turns N, while the mechanical incipient fault is assumed to be a friction-related fault as reflected in the friction coefficient B (also known as damping coefficient). The details of which can be found in [3] . The data consists of motor system variables such as rotor speed, stator current and load torque, and the corresponding motor friction [3] . The FZ/NN is constructed in a way to determine the motor friction using the other motor system variables mentioned above.
For a fair comparison of the mutual update algorithm, the original algorithm and a modified version of the conventional algorithm were implemented. The original algorithm is a two-step method where after initialization, the weights are found using a competitive learning scheme in the first step. The second step is the adaptation of the membership function parameters via gradient descent. In the modified version, instead of employing the two-stage training scheme, at every iteration, the rule connection weights were updated along with the membership function parameters, similar to the mutual update algorithm. However, the step sizes were kept constant.
The output error versus training epochs for the mutual update algorithm, the original training algorithm of [1] , and the modified Fig. 2 . Output error during training for mutual update algorithm, modified version of [1] , and the original training algorithm of [1] .
version of [1] mentioned above are presented in Fig. 2 . Comparing the output error of the FZ/NN for the above three update schemes, it is observed from Fig. 2 that the mutual update algorithm yields lower output error than either the method utilized in [1] or the modified version of [1] mentioned above. The modification of the connection weights according to the mutual update algorithm guarantees monotonic decrease of the output error at each iteration, as opposed to the modified case with constant step sizes. Also different from [1] , employing the mutual update algorithm, membership function parameters as well as rule weights are updated, eliminating the independence assumption of the two stage algorithm about P and Q: It is noted though, that computer time per iteration for the mutual update algorithm is expected to be longer as the algorithm requires examination of the sufficient decrease conditions for the membership function and rule weight matrices.
III. SUMMARY
In this correspondence, a training scheme is proposed for the fuzzy neural architecture in [1] , based on line search methods that have long been used in iterative optimization problems. The algorithm that the training is based on involves synchronous update of the parameters of the architecture corresponding to input and output space partitions and the rules defining the underlying mapping; the magnitude and direction of the update term at each iteration is determined using the Armijo rule. In our motor fault detection study case, the mutual update algorithm arrived at the steady-state error of the conventional FALCON training algorithm [1] as twice as fast and produced a lower steady-state error by an order of magnitude.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unsupervised neural nets (NN's) divide the patterns belonging to a training set into subsets called clusters by using specific similarity measures in such a way that patterns of the same clusters are very similar while patterns belonging to different clusters are very dissimilar. After the learning process each neuron represents a single cluster composed by all the patterns enclosed in the Voronoi region identified by the neuron itself. Several times the so obtained partition of the input space is more detailed than required because the net, to correctly learn, need more neurons than the class number. In this case we have some neurons representing the same class and some neurons positioned between the classes without representing any specific one.
These facts lead us to a next step, where, by using the a priori knowledge of an expert, we label each cluster with the name of a class in such a way that we can use the NN as a classifier. On the other way, if the net has as many outputs as the class number then it is very easy to label the output units, by using just an element for each class. Unfortunately, the neuron number for the classical one layer unsupervised NN's need to be much greater than the number of output classes to avoid a great error during the learning. In fact, during the learning, in many models, when a neuron wins the net adapts not only its weights but also the weights of its neighbors (soft-max adaptation) to avoid the fall in local minima of the error function. With a low number of neurons, when presenting in input a new pattern, we strongly modify also the weights related to other classes. This implies that classes with a greater number of input patterns have more than one neuron for representing them, while other classes have not even one neuron. In this case we say that the NN is under-dimensioned and it has an insufficient generalization capacity.
As a consequence, we need to use many neurons with respect to the class number and to have a complex labeling phase with several class representatives distributed over the output layer. To label every neuron, we need to use a trial and error technique, by giving in input to the net more patterns for each class and then by seeing the activated units. The main risk is to activate only a subset of the available neurons. It is easy to see that such a method is boring and not reliable and need many well classified patterns. In this case it is better to use supervised NN's which work better than unsupervised NN's. Aim of this paper is to solve in an automatic manner and without the help of an expert the labeling phase of any unsupervised NN, by using two different approaches: the former, called hybrid, is based on the application of a classical clustering algorithm to the neuron weights; the latter, called hierarchical neural net, is based on the multilayer organization of the net on ever smaller layers from the input to the output. In the next section we illustrate the neural models, i.e., unsupervised NN's, Hybrid models and hierarchical unsupervised NN's. In Section III we show the behavior of the nets on some data sets used as example.
II. THE NEURAL-NETWORK MODELS

A. Unsupervised Neural Nets
Kohonen self organizing maps (SOM's) [4] , [5] are composed by a neuron layer structured in a rectangular grid. When a pattern x is presented to the net each neuron i receives the components and computes the distance from its weight vector. The unit k which has the minimum distance from the input pattern will be the winner. The adaptation step consists in the modification of the weights of the neurons in the following way: w (t+1) i = w (t) i + " (t) 1 h (d(i; k)) 1 (x 0 w (t) i ) where " (t) is a gain term (0 " (t) 1) decreasing in time, h 6 (x) is a unimodal function with variance 6 (t) decreasing with x and d(i; k) is the distance in the grid between the i and the k neurons.
The neural-gas NN's have a learning algorithm [7] which works better than the preceding one: in fact, it is quicker and it reaches a lower average distortion value. 1 Let P (x) be the pattern probability distribution over the set V < n and let w i(x) be the weight vector of the neuron which classifies the pattern x; therefore we define average distortion as E = P (x)(x 0 w i(x) ) 2 d n x:
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